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2023 YOUTH MUSIC &
ARTS FESTIVAL SHORT
4 Hours

7 hours

10 hours

MODERATION

5 Hours

PRESENTATION &
BLOG POST

TOTAL: 
68 HOURS

BLOG POST VIDEO
PRESENTATION
1 Hour

This included discussing plans and goals and
reviewing completed materials

MUSIC & ARTS FESTIVAL
SUBMISSIONS SHORT

This included reviewing/approving all the comments
for the past three months and typing a written
response for each one. For internaitonal comments
I used Google Translate to respond. 

This included developing the idea, writing the text,
revising it with church employees, finding the music
and video clips from church owned/archived
footage, and editing the video. 

This included developing the idea, writing the text,
revising it with church employees, finding the music,
filming the video myself and editing the video. 

CHANNEL TRAILER VIDEO
20 hours

This included developing the idea, writing the text,
revising it with church employees, finding the music
and video clips from church owned/archived
footage, and editing the video. 

IMPROVEMENT PLANS

This included competitor analysis of other music
channels, the naming YouTube shorts list, coming up
with better YouTube responses for the comments,
and creating a small plan on how to promote the
YouTube channel trailer. 

3 Hours



Hi there, I’m Bailey! I am a senior studying
communications with an emphasis in
digital & social media. Since I was 14, I’ve
found my creative outlet behind the
camera, creating videos and taking
photos. Telling stories, conveying
emotion, and spreading joy became my
passions. 

In college these skills expanded to data
analysis, content creation, writing, and
marketing. I've had the opportunity to
work on digital & social media strategies
on a small business, corporate, and
international level.

I will be forever grateful for the path I've
been led down and for my amazing
experience at BYU-Idaho. Now, I am
looking forward to helping other
businesses find their own success
through digital and social media.

SENIOR
M E E T  T H E



PROJECT
PROPOSAL

W E L C O M E  T O  M Y

Recently, I was given an opportunity to create some content for The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints' youth Strive to Be
IYouTube account. I was thrilled at this opportunity and gladly
accepted the chance to gain more experience. 

Analyze how Strive To Be channel is utilizing YouTube currently 
Research & study YouTube best practices 
Improve the Channel: Apply the research and analytics to improve
the channel I will:  

Create channel introduction video  
Moderate & respond to comments 
Utilize & create YouTube Shorts 

Summarize Results 

 For my senior project I will improve the Strive to Be YouTube channel.  
1.
2.
3.

a.
b.
c.

4.



-PEW RESEARCH

THREE-QUARTERS “ ABOUT                                                 
 OF TEENS VISIT YOUTUBE AT 

LEAST                   ” DAILY

 “ YOUTUBE... IS USED
BY               

OF TEENS ” 
95% 



WHERE
IT BEGAN

Our target audience is worldwide. How
do we create relevant content for
worldwide youth who live in a variety of
circumstances and speak different
languages?
Not a lot of man power. There is only a
small team of employees to manage and
create content

For many years, the Strive to Be
YouTube channel was an underutilized
resource. The channel existed but
hadn’t been used other than to publish
the worldwide youth devotionals and
yearly EFY/FSY youth music album.

 However, the church learned that
“about three-quarters of teens visit
YouTube at least daily” (Pew Research
Center). YouTube was a huge platform
that could be used to reach the target
audience: youth 11-18. Thus, in January
2023 the church decided to redouble
its efforts to increase the faith of
youth worldwide through YouTube.
That’s where I come in!  

CHALLENGES

GOALS
 I was invited to help assess the overall
effectiveness of the YouTube channel, find areas
of improvement, and create plans, strategies,
and content to increase channel following. 

 

CHANNEL ANALYSIS



Click through rate, watch time, and how many videos the user has
watched from the channel.

3 THINGS
WE CAN CONTROL

 
 

IN THE ALGORITHM: 

-Rob Wilson, VidIQ



SO HOW DO WE
IMPROVE THOSE

THINGS?

YouTube 
shorts

Moderation Channel trailer
video

1 2 3



#1 BEST
PRACTICE

02
01

03

Showcase less polished footage
Channel application: use blooper footage from

the worldwide youth event to create a behind the
scences video.

Tease your audience 
Channel application: create teasers/trailers for

music video releases,  make “hype” videos for the
youth music and arts festival or FSY, or

devotional promos.
 

Jump on trends
Channel application: Challenge viewers across the
world to record and share a 15-second version of

them dancing to the song "If You Believe."

R E S E A R C H  

U S E  Y O U T U B E  S H O R T S

To get the most out of YouTube, it’s important to use all its features.
They’ve been created for a reason, right? Views on shorts contribute to
your overall watch time. Thus, it’s an easy and quick way to engage with
your audience, increase engagement rate, and increase watch time;
which will boost your channel to more users. There were a few shorts on
the channel, but it wasn’t a real focus.  

YouTube shorts can be used to: 

04Entertain
Channel application: Create shorts such as, “I dare

you not to have fun listening to this,” “Storytime,”
“Help us hit 7.5 million views,” and “Comment emojis

that tell us how God is blessing you.” 

-HootSuite- Beveridge, Claire 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3wxpk6PO3w


#1 BEST
PRACTICE
U S E  Y O U T U B E  S H O R T S

With these best practices in mind I created the following two YouTube shorts.
I came up with the video idea, wrote the text, revised it with church
employees, found the music and video clips from church owned/archived
footage, and edited the video.  

I M P L E M E N T A T I O N

https://youtube.com/shorts/T0LBf_aGmpo?feature=share
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CpsaM67AWGj/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


#1 BEST
PRACTICE

YouTube Short Title Ideas

U S E  Y O U T U B E  S H O R T S

Additionally, I researched how to name YouTube shorts. I concluded that
YouTube short titles should propose a question, create a sense of
urgency or entertain (Drost). These titles should be catchy and make the
viewer click on the video.  I completed a competitor analysis of other
music channels like Strive to Be. I looked at Hillsong worship, One Voice
Children’s Choir, and Cain’s. After analyzing their top performing short
titles, I created my own list of titles that Strive to Be could use in the
future on their channel. Below is the list I came up with:  

Is there a better Christmas song?  
This song proves miracles exist 
Do you need motivation? 
This video will make you cry 
Try not to dance 
We have a secret...
The secret is out (teaser for new music
releases) 
Have you ever heard of this langauge?
Guess the language!
You will watch this over and over again  
We're famous in Brazil 
Our viral TikTok song  
We can't believe this happened
URGENT! We need your help!
You won't believe this

F U T U R E  I M P R O V E M E N T



YouTube moderation is an indirect, yet very important, way to
increase how many videos the viewer has watched from your
channel. This will boost you in the YouTube algorithm (McLachlan).
YouTube moderation lets you interact with your audience in a
personal way and allows you to create a specific experience for
your viewers. This personal interaction creates a sense of
community and establishes authority amongst your audience.

When I first started helping the church, no one was consistently
moderating the comments on the YouTube channel. The channel
was set up so that all comments had to be manually approved. This
meant that no one was responding to any of the comments and
that most videos had zero to very few public comments.  
I began approving and responding to EVERY comment on the
channel. These comments came from regular video uploads, shorts,
and community posts. There were a lot of comments! YouTube
erases comments after 3 months if they’re not approved. Thus, I
first went back and approved or deleted every comment for the
past three months. Then, every approved comment received a
written response. Responses ranged from “thank you,” to
answering questions, and redirecting fans to other church sites or
other music on the channel.

 I learned that moderation provides an extremely important look
into the audience’s thoughts, needs, desires, why they come to our
channel, and how they use our music in their lives. Understanding
these things became very valuable to me. It helped me make
informed decisions about what kind of content to create and how
to best adapt the channel to fit the audience’s needs.  

#2 BEST
PRACTICE
U S E  Y O U T U B E  M O D E R A T I O N

R E S E A R C H  & I M P L E M E N T A T I O N





The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints is a worldwide
church. Likewise, Strive to Be is an international channel. In January
2023, the song “If You Believe” from the 2021 Youth Album blew up
in Brazil. It became so popular that it was in the top 10 Brazil song
charts and was featured on the radio. The comments surged with
Portuguese comments of ecstatic fans. By February 2023, the
channel had more Brazilian followers than from the United States. If
You Believe became an overnight hit! The video has over 10.3 million
views and has brought in 44.6K subscribers to the channel.
  
It was important to church employees that we foster a relationship
with our international audience, especially our Brazilian friends. I did
this by focusing on engagement through moderation. Thanks to
Google Translate, every comment received a written response in
their native language! The response has been incredible. Strive to
Be’s Brazilian audience continues to supersede the United States
and is growing every day in countries including The Philippines,
Thailand, Colombia, and Portugal.

FAMOUS IN
BRAZIL
C A T E R I N G  T O  A N
I N T E R N A T I O N A L  A U D I E N C E

I M P L E M E N T A T I O N





Comments need to be continually and consistently moderated.
Responding to every comment and question is a must. Moderation
can be a great way to encourage more views on your videos. One
way moderation can be improved on the channel is by redirecting
viewers to similar videos they may be interested in on the channel,
encouraging them to participate in the community post polls, and
asking them questions back. Doing these things keeps the viewer
engaged and interacting with the channel’s content. This is exactly
what we want! Increased interaction on the channel will trigger
YouTube’s algorithm. It will tell the algorithm that our content is
interesting and something that others will like. Thus, YouTube will
disperse our videos to more people!  

#2 BEST
PRACTICE
U S E  Y O U T U B E  M O D E R A T I O N

F U T U R E  I M P R O V E M E N T  

Examples of responses to comments in English, Portuguese, and
Spanish where the viewer has been invited to hear other songs on
the channel by the same artist that they commented about. 



#3 BEST
PRACTICE
HAVE A CHANNEL TRAILER

The third and last way I improved the channel was by creating a channel trailer. Trailer
videos are posted to the top of a YouTube Channel and automatically start playing
upon entering the channel’s page. These videos’ purpose is to explain to viewers what
they can expect from your channel (Haynes). Overtime this helps create brand
recognition and tells the YouTube algorithm, and your audience, that your channel is
serious. Serious about growing, posting consistently, and delivering quality content. In
essence, your channel will look much more professional. Another reason why a trailer
video is so important is that it automatically starts playing. To the algorithm, this looks
like you have a lot more interaction on your channel. You will have increased watch time,
click through rate, and people are more likely to stick around and view other content.  

R E S E A R C H  

What the Strive to Be YouTube channel looks like on the homepage.



Thus, I set out to create the ultimate Strive to Be
trailer. I created the overall idea for the trailer,
storyboard, wrote a script, revised it with the help of
church employees, found the music, video clips, and
graphics through church archived/owned footage
and edited the entire video. There were four main
drafting rounds, after which I received feedback and
made revisions. From the concept idea to the finished
video, the channel trailer took 4 weeks to complete.
The publishing date for this video was postponed until
April. Due to the confidential nature of the video, I
have created a link that only Brother Reeder and
Sister Walton will be able to access until it is released
to the public.  You can access this link via my blog
post.  

As the video moved through the approval process, I even received this compliment from a
higher up who is notoriously known as a harsh critic.  

#3 BEST
PRACTICE
HAVE A CHANNEL TRAILER

I M P L E M E N T A T I O N



F U T U R E  I M P R O V E M E N T

#3 BEST
PRACTICE
HAVE A CHANNEL TRAILER

This trailer has not been officially made available to the public. It is scheduled to
be released in April 2023. My recommendation to The Church of Jesus Christ for
releasing the video is to start promoting it 1-2 weeks in advance. Snippets of the
video can turn into YouTube shorts. Polls can be created, announcements can be
shared, and cross channel promotion on Instagram will all be key to the video’s 
success. After the release, it will be imperative that all comments and questions
are responded to. Quick, interactive responses will resonate with the youth and 
keep them coming back for more.  .  

PROJECT
OUTCOMES

Although not all of the videos have been made public, the growth on the Strive to Be
channel has been incredible. From January 14th, 2023, to March 14th , 2023 the
channel gained 33.8K subscribers which brought the channel to 323K subscribers.
Strive to Be’s international following surpassed it’s national following - a huge
accomplishment! Additionally, shorts are gaining more attention and are now a
regular item that’s posted.   



& BEYOND
S E N I O R  P R O J E C T  

After graduation, I would love to work as a content creator or
social media manager for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. But regardless, this project will benefit me in any social
media position. Video has overtaken the social media world! Videos
in any form (reels, shorts, and stories etc.) dominate our screens.
YouTube is one of the most viewed social media sites around the
world. 

A few months ago, I could hardly tell you anything about YouTube.
Now, I have a deep understanding of the YouTube algorithm,
creator tools such as TubeBuddy, moderation, publishing, and
effective content creation. In short, this project has allowed me to
expand the skills I’ve gained at BYU-Idaho in video editing, data
analysis and visualization, and content planning and creation. I have
every confidence that the skills learned during my senior project will
be influential in my future success in the workplace. 



WORKS CITED


